Abstract. We discuss thermodynamic work cost of various stages of a quantum estimation protocol: probe and memory register preparation, measurement and extraction of work from post-measurement states. We consider both (i) a multishot scenario, where average work is calculated in terms of the standard Shannon entropy and (ii) a single-shot scenario, where deterministic work is expressed in terms of min-and max-entropies. We discuss an exemplary phase estimation protocol where estimation precision is optimized under a fixed work credit (multi-shot) or a total work cost (single-shot). In the multi-shot regime precision is determined using the concept of Fisher information, while in the single-shot case we advocate the use of confidence intervals as only they can provide a meaningful and reliable information in a single-shot experiment, combining naturally with the the concept of deterministic work.
Introduction
Since the formulation of the Landauer principle [1] and the resolution of the infamous paradox of Maxwell's Demon [2] by Bennett [3] , Shannon entropy ceased to be a purely informational concept and found its well deserved place in the realm of physics. In his analysis, Bennett realized that although measurement itself may in principle be performed without spending work, removal of each bit of information stored in Demon's mind requires at least k B T ln 2 work. This is also the maximal amount of work that could be drawn if the Demon used his knowledge about measurement results to extract work from the system. Hence, if the total state of the system and the Demon is considered, then either the entropy of the Demon's mind increases and hence the work is not given for free, or the state of Demon's mind resets to its original state at the expense of work. This is the basic idea of how the apparent paradox is resolved.
In short, the above analysis deals with the relation between information and work. In this paper, in a similar spirit, we investigate the relation between work cost of an estimation protocol and precision of measuring an unknown parameter encoded in a quantum state. Moreover, unlike in the canonical analysis of the Maxwell's Demon, we do it in a fully quantum paradigm. On one hand, the information is obtained from a result of a quantum measurement performed on a quantum system, as in the paradigm of quantum estimation theory [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . On the other hand, the thermodynamic cost of the estimation procedure is quantified formally using quantum resource theories recently developed within the field of quantum thermodynamics [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Here we discuss all relevant stages of an estimation protocol and assign appropriate work costs for each of them. Furthermore, we clearly distinguish between single and multi-shot regimes. It is a crucial distinction, both in the estimation theory and quantum thermodynamics. In estimation theory, both classical and quantum, a scenario where multiple repetitions of an experiment are available leads to a huge simplification of the problem. In such scenarios one can easily determine the optimal measurements and estimators which, in the limit of large number of repetitions, saturate the Cramér-Rao bound and hence are proven to be optimal. Similarly in quantum thermodynamics, the multiple copy scenarios in the asymptotic regime reproduce results known from classical thermodynamics. It is therefore particularly interesting to focus on single-shot scenarios where, on one hand, we draw conclusions regarding the parameter of interest from a single measurement outcome and, on the other hand, we want to be sure that after fixing a desired precision, a given amount of deterministic work is sufficient to perform such a protocol.
Some aspects of the relation between quantum estimation precision and its thermodynamics cost have been addressed by other authors using different perspectives on the problem and focusing on different goals [32] [33] [34] . In [32] authors focused solely on the preparation stage of quantum estimation protocols in the many-copy regime. In [34] the main focus was on studying the trade-off between the precision of a clock and its stability vs. the read-out process in a models where the clock operates as an autonomous machine powered by thermal baths. Finally, in [33] , the authors considered a more complicated metrological model (multiple-qubits, noise correlations), but they took a simpler approach to quantification of work/energy aspects of the protocol. They focused solely on the changes of mean energy and considered only unitary transformations that can be applied on the probe systems, so as a result the entropy of the state remained the same throughout the protocol.
Here we address a broader question of the total cost of a general quantum estimation protocol and make a clear distinction between the multi-shot and single-shot regimes, offering in each regime a clear connection between the relevant estimation and thermodynamic concepts. It is important to point out that we will see a fundamental irreversibility of the protocol in the single-shot scenario and hence, in this regime, we will address a real work cost of the whole protocol. However, we will also realize that in the multi-shot regime all steps may be in principle performed in a reversible way and thus the net cost of the protocol vanishes. Still, we may ask what is the work-credit, that is, the amount of work we need to invest during the protocol. We will treat this quantity as a resource which limits our ability to estimate the true value of the parameter in the multi-shot regime.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review recent results on the work cost of quantum operations from the perspective of quantum resource theories. For simplicity of presentation, we focus here on the degenerate Hamiltonian case, which is sufficient to capture the essence of the relations between metrological and thermodynamical aspects of the estimation protocols. In Section 3 we discuss a general quantum parameter estimation protocol and distinguish three different stages relevant for determining the work cost. In Section 4 we combine results from two previous sections to give explicit formulas for work costs of different stages of the estimation protocol, both in the single and multi-shot regimes. In Section 5 we illustrate these concepts using a simple single-qubit estimation problem, which allows us to easily optimize estimation performance for a fixed work cost in both regimes. Finally in Section 6 we will generalize our consideration to the non-degenrate Hamiltonian case and also restudy the singlequbit protocol from Section 5 within this more general framework. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
Work cost of quantum operations
In order to find thermodynamic work associated with the estimation protocol we adapt a well-established framework for quantum thermodynamics called resource theory of Gibbs-preserving maps [16-18, 35, 36] . Free operations of this theory are completely positive and trace-preserving maps Φ X→X ′ acting between input system X and output X ′ which preserve the Gibbs state τ X = e −βH X /Z X , where β is an inverse temperature, H X is the Hamiltonian of system X and Z X = tr e −βH X is the associated partition function. In what follows, for the sake of clarity and simplification of the presentation, we will mostly focus on a simplified model of thermodynamics in which Hamiltonian of the system and memory register are fully degenerate, meaning that their respective thermal states are maximally mixed states τ X = 1 X /|X|, where |X| = dim(X) (once we get a proper understanding of this simplified case, we will discuss the more general nondegenerate Hamiltonian case in Section 6). This means that the condition of preserving Gibbs state simplifies to:
If transformation is not of the form (1) then we say that it is a non-free operation.
Operations which are non-free can still be performed, however, the agent needs to supply a certain amount of thermodynamic work to execute them. It is a long standing question of how to account for work in the quantum regime. Here we take an operational point of view and adapt a very promising idea of an information battery. This model dates back to Bennet [3] and Feynman [37] , and very recently was successfully used by Faist to obtain bounds on the minimal work cost of implementing any quantum channel [18, 36] . Such a battery is a system which consists of a large number D of qubits (D ≫ 1) with a degenerate Hamiltonian and each of which can be prepared either in a pure state |0 or a maximally-mixed state 1 2 /2. Denoting the battery system with A we can write an arbitrary state of the battery with l ≤ D maximally-mixed qubits as:
The general idea behind this battery model is based on the fact that a pure qubit can be used to perform k B T ln 2 of deterministic work (by using a Szilard box [38] ) or analogously, a maximally mixed qubit can be transformed back into a pure state deterministically at the same work cost using Landauer erasure [1] . If an agent wants to perform a non-free transformation C X→X ′ which takes ρ X to ρ X ′ , that is C X→X ′ [ρ X ] = ρ X ′ , then she can start with the battery in state ρ A (l) and consider a free process Φ XA→X ′ A . This process acts on the joint state ρ X ⊗ ρ A (l) and performs the action of C X→X ′ on system X, while taking the battery to a state with l ′ maximally mixed qubits. The joint transformation can be written as:
The amount of work consumed by the process C X→X ′ is given by the difference
In what follows, whenever we discuss the amount of work, we will drop the k B T ln 2 coefficient, so in fact all work quantities are given in terms of this unit. Sometimes the process can also exploit purity of the input state ρ X to increase the total number of pure qubits inside the battery. In this situation (l ′ − l) is negative and can be interpreted as the work extracted by C X→X ′ from the state ρ X .
A very elegant result by Faist and Renner [36] states that for any channel C X→X ′ there exist battery states with l and l ′ maximally mixed qubits such that there exist a free operation Φ XA→X ′ A such that (3) holds. Moreover, the authors found that the minimal number of pure qubits which must be consumed (or the maximal number which can be extracted from the input state) in order to perform channel C X→X ′ reads
where Π ρ X is a projector onto the support of the input state ρ X , · ∞ is the infinity norm and log is (and will be throughout this paper) implicitly taken as the logarithm with base 2.
Before we proceed further, let us introduce some information-theoretic quantities which allow to express (4) in a more illustrative way. First, recall the definition of the Shannon entropy of a probability distribution {p x } as well as the von Neumann entropy of a quantum state ρ X :
which coincide if {p x } are eigenvalues of ρ X , ρ X = x p x |x x|. The conditional variant of the von Neuman entropy for a joint state ρ XY of two quantum systems X and Y reads:
and unlike its classical counterpart can also be negative [39] . Shannon and von Neuman entropies are operationally meaningful quantities in many information-theoretic tasks such as communication, information compression or randomness extraction. However, this is true only when the task is performed in the socalled multi-shot regime, that is, when protocols operate on many independent entities, be it quantum states, channels or random variables. If, however, the task is to be carried out only once, then meaningful information is provided by different entropy measures. This regime is known as the single-shot regime and involves many diverse (and often very specialized) entropy measures [40] [41] [42] . A readable review of these measures and their properties can be found in [43] .
In this paper we will make extensive use of the so-called min-and max-entropies which are defined, respectively, as:
If side information is available in another system Y , then single-shot tasks in general can be performed more efficiently. This is captured by min-and max-conditional entropies defined by:
and similarly to conditional von Neuman entropy can be negative for entangled states [43] [44] [45] . Note that for simplicity of further calculations, we use the variant of maxconditional entropy which is often referred to as Rényi zero conditional entropy-see [36] for further discussions. Importantly, notice that conditional min-and max-entropies in general cannot be expressed as differences of appropriate unconditional quantities as is the case with von Neuman and Shannon entropies. In order to establish a connection between singe-shot entropies and the standard notion of entropy (and to make these quantities continuous functions of the state) it is necessary to introduce the concept of smoothing. Following [41] , the conditional smooth entropies for a smoothing parameter 0 < ǫ < 1 are defined as
is the fidelity between ρ andρ. The above quantities earn their operational meaning when one considers singleshot tasks that are allowed to fail with some small probability ǫ ≪ 1.
The asymptotic equipartition property [43] implies that for any 0 < ǫ < 1 smoothed entropies calculated on a quantum state ρ ⊗n XY representing many (n ≫ 1) independent and identically distributed copies of a quantum state ρ XY , approach asymptotically the standard von Neuman entropy:
This establishes a connection between single-shot quantities calculated on a single representative state of a many-copy sample and the multi-shot quantities inferred from the sample. Following [45] , the single-shot work cost of a quantum channel C as given by equation (4) can also be written in terms the max-entropy:
In the above formula R is a reference system used to purify the input state ρ X to a pure state ρ XR , such that tr
which contains full information about the channel C X→X ′ and the input state ρ X . Finally, E is the environment system used to write a unitary dilation of
and U beeing a unitary dilation of C X→X ′ trivially extended to R. We can obtain the formula for the multi-shot work cost w(C) as the multi-copy limit of the smoothed version of (13) , that is:
where we used the fact that both ρ X ′ RE and ρ XR are pure. We see that taking the multi-copy limit recovers the familiar thermodynamic formula where work is given by the change of free energy, which in this case (degenerate Hamiltonian) coincides with the change of the von Neumann entropy. We emphasise that the single-shot variant given in (13) generally cannot be written as a difference of entropies of the input and output states. Still, in a situation where channel C X→X ′ produces a fixed output state ρ ′ X irrespectively of the input ρ X , formula (4) simplifies to:
a formula which will come useful when discussing the work cost of quantum estimation protocols in Section 4.
Quantum parameter estimation protocol
Let us now present a generic parameter estimation scheme that we will study throughout the rest of the paper. The protocol schematically depicted in Fig. 1 can be partitioned into three distinct steps: preparation, which creates resource states that will be used during the estimation protocol, measurement which effectively transfers information about the estimated parameter to the agent (via memory register) and extraction which brings all resource states back to equilibrium while extracting work. Below we present a detailed description of each of these steps.
Estimation protocol stages
Preparation. At the beginning of the protocol the agent creates two resource states: ρ S (x) and ρ M . Information about a parameter x ∈ R will be encoded in system S, while system M will serve as a classical memory register. For this purpose the agent draws for free maximally mixed states τ S = 1 S /|S| and τ M = 1 M /|M| and using channel P SM →SM creates a joint state ρ SM in which system S contains the desired dependence on the estimated parameter x and M is prepared in a "reset" memory state:
where ρ M = j q j |j j| M . We allow the initial memory state to be mixed, which is not a typical assumption in estimation problems as this reduces the information content of the results stored in the register. However, since a mixed memory state requires less work to be prepared, it is not obvious that the agent should favour pure memory register over a noisy one when the available work is fixed. That is why we allow the register to be in a general state ρ M . As long as the parameter is unknown, part of the preparation step is in fact a parameter encoding process over which the agent does not have control. Still, this Figure 1 . General scheme of a quantum parameter estimation protocol. In the first step of the protocol the agent (Alice) draws two thermal states from a heat bath (system τ S and memory τ M ). Using channel P SM→SM she prepares the probe state S on which information about a parameter x ∈ R is encoded resulting in a state ρ S (x) and erases memory register to a state ρ M (possibly mixed). In the next step she performs a general quantum measurement using channel M SM→SM and obtains a classically correlated state of the system and memory ρ ′ SM , where the information encoded in M is the basis for the estimation procedure. In the last step the agent uses channel E SM→SM to extract work from the post-measurement state on S and from the memory register M , thus ending up with two thermal states and making the protocol cyclic.
does not change the analysis of the work cost. For example, if we consider a unitary parameter encoding process such as ρ S (x) = U x ρ S U † x , then we can easily split the probe state preparation and encoding stages and count only the work cost of preparing the state ρ S since the unitary acting on the system does not cost anything in the degenerate Hamiltonian framework. If the encoding is not unitary then we cannot perform such a split, since in principle the work cost may be different for different values of x parameter. In this type of situations one should consider the whole preparation + encoding process as a single operation.
Measurement. In the next step the agent performs a general quantum measurement, which creates correlations between the measured system S and a classical memory register M. The input state for this process is the state prepared during the preparation step, that is:
A general quantum measurement corresponds to applying first a unitary U which correlates S with memory M and then projecting the resultant state on one of the register eigenstates |k k| M for k = 0, 1, . . . |M| − 1. The final state ρ ′ SM can be written as:
where we labeled the measurement channel arising from unitary U and projectors 1 S ⊗ |k k| M by M SM →SM . Eq. (18) can be written in simpler form as:
where operators A k,j are Kraus operators associated with map M SM →SM and given by: A k,j := √ q j k|U|j M , where q j are eigenvalues of the initial memory state
The probability of obtaining outcome k is then given by
is a POVM element associated with the measurement.
Work extraction. After the measurement agent ends up with a post-measurement state
where ρ
k,j /p k are the conditional post-measurement states. At this stage the results of measurement are available to the agent and we assume that she utilizes it in an optimal way to estimate parameter x.
After that, we assume that the results are no longer relevant and the agent wants to extract as much work as possible while bringing the systems S and M back to equilibrium state. This assures that the whole estimation protocol becomes cyclic. Let E SM →SM denote the channel which extracts work from the joint state of system SM after the measurement. We have that:
where the output state τ S ⊗ τ M is fixed, independently of the input.
Precision of estimation
Multishot. Determining measurement precision in the multi-shot regime is generally a well studied task and often can be done very efficiently due to the famous Cramér-Rao bound [46] . Let us recall the notion of the Fisher information F (x). For a probability distribution p k (x) depending on a parameter x, the Fisher information is defined as:
In our case probabilities arise as a result of a POVM measurement {M k } acting on state
. Intuitively speaking, Fisher information measures the average precision of estimation under observed data k. The Cramér-Rao bound sets the lower limit of variance of any unbiased estimatorx(k) that assigns a value of the parameter based on the measured data, that is:
where n is the number of repetitions of the experiment. Most importantly, the bound is saturable in the limit of large n, for example by application of the maximum likelihood estimatorx M L . More precisely, the maximum likelihood estimator when rescaled by √ n will asymptotically approach normal distribution centered at the rescaled true value of the parameter, with standard deviation given by
. Therefore, in the multi-shot scenario, Fisher information is the quantity that appropriately quantifies the performance of optimal estimation protocols.
Notice that we do not use here the concept of quantum Fisher information [4, 5] , where apart from optimization over the estimator, the measurement itself is also optimized to yield the best estimation performance. This is due to the fact that we will optimize estimation performance for a fixed work constraints. Therefore we may be forced to apply a sub-optimal measurement in order to reduce the amount of work invested in the protocol.
Single-shot. In statistics, and in particular in the estimation theory, the multishot regime is uncontroversial as different approaches to statistical inference lead to equivalent statements. Controversies, most notably between the frequentist and the Bayesian schools, become more pronounced while approaching the limit of fewer and fewer observations. The most extreme case is the single shot case, where we would like to provide a statement on the value of the parameter based on a single observation.
Arguably, the least controversial approach which avoids the problem of choosing a well justified prior which haunts the Bayesian approach, and at the same time does not need to invoke the many-repetition argument necessary to justify the frequentist approach, is the concept of confidence intervals [47] . This approach recently found its application also in the quantum domain, see e.g. [48] . In short, instead of providing a variance of the estimator (frequentist) or width of the posteriori distribution (Bayesian), we first fix a certain confidence threshold 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and provide a corresponding region such that whatever the true value of the parameter was, the constructed region will contain it with probability at least α. The natural way to construct such regions is based on the concept of the likelihood function.
Let p k (x) be the probability of observing an event k (which may in principle represent results of many observations) given the true value of the parameter is x. The likelihood function is nothing else than p k (x), but interpreted in a way that x is now the varying argument of the function and k is a fixed value. In other words, the likelihood function tells us what would be the probability of obtaining a given result k (that we have actually observed, and hence is fixed) provided the true value of parameter was x. For a given measurement outcome k, one can define the log-likelihood ratio function λ k (x) as:
wherex ML (k) = argmax x p k (x) is the maximum-likelihood estimator. The confidence region for a given outcome k and confidence level α is defined as:
where λ α is a constant that depends only on the desired confidence level α. In general, finding λ α corresponds to solving the following equation for λ α :
where f (λ α |x) = k:λ(x)>λα p k (x), which can be easily found for simple models.
Here, we will adopt this approach when discussing single-shot quantum parameter estimation with p k (x) = tr [M k ρ S (x)]. In particular, in the example in Section 5 we will choose the confidence level α = Erf(1/ √ 2) ≈ 0.68, so that in the case of normal distribution the associated confidence interval will correspond to the ±σ interval. Consequently, if we applied the above philosophy to data obtained from a large number of experiment repetitions, then by the asymptotic normality arguments [47] , we would arrive at the confidence interval R k ≈ (x ML (k)−1/ nF (x),x ML (k)+1/ nF (x)). This interval coincides with the one-sigma error bars that we would obtain within the multishot scenario using the maximum-likelihood estimator,x ML (k) ± 1/ nF (x), and hence we can naturally relate the single-shot and the multi-shot figure of merits.
Work cost of a quantum parameter estimation protocol
In this section we present both single and multi-shot work costs of the steps described in our estimation protocol.
Preparation. The preparation map P, see Eq. (16), transforms a product state τ S ⊗ τ M into a product state ρ S (x) ⊗ ρ M . According to (14) the average work in the multi-shot regime reads:
where we made use of the entropy additivity property.
Since the channel is a fixed output channel we may use a simplified formula (15) to find the work cost in the single-shot regime:
where we used an analogous additivity property of the min and max-entropy [41] .
Measurement. Multi-shot work cost of the measurement channel as defined in (20) reads:
The measurement channel is not the fixed-output channel and hence we cannot use the simplified formula for the single-shot work cost (15) . According to (4), the single-shot work cost reads:
where Π ρ S ⊗ρ M is a projection on the support of ρ S ⊗ ρ M . If ρ S and ρ M are full rank states then Π ρ S ⊗ρ M = 1 SM , and the above expression yields
In the other extreme case when both ρ S and ρ M are pure then Π ρ S ⊗ρ M = ρ S ⊗ ρ M and in this case
In the general case this work will take a value in between this two extreme cases so we can write
showing that this step will never cost us any work, but instead we may gain work by making the registers more noisy.
Work extraction. The work extraction channel E SM→SM , see (22) , is again a fixedoutput channel that always yields τ S ⊗ τ M . Therefore, the average multi and single-shot work costs read respectively:
If ρ S and ρ M are full rank then ρ ′ SM is full rank as well. In this case the single-shot work vanishes since w full rank (E) = log(|S||M|) − log |D| − log |M| = 0.
Otherwise w(E) may be negative and one may draw some deterministic work from this process with the maximal value H min (τ S ) + H min (τ M ) = log(|S| · |M|) in an unlikely case when ρ ′ SM is pure.
Total work cost and work credit
Let us now analyze the combined work cost of all stages of the estimation protocol. In the multi-shot regime the total work vanishes, that is:
which corresponds to the fact that all steps are in principle reversible, and since the scheme is cyclic then no net work is consumed.
In the single-shot regime this is no longer the case as the total work cost reads:
where we used the fact that for maximally mixed states H min (τ ) = H max (τ ). In case when ρ M and ρ S are full rank, the above formula simplifies to:
while for pure input registers we have:
In the single-shot regime the total work cost will always be positive except for trivial cases e.g. ρ S = τ S , ρ M = τ M , or in the case when registers are pure but so is ρ ′ SM , which correspond to measurement scenarios yielding no information about the estimated parameter.
Even though the total work cost in the multi-shot regime vanishes, the estimation protocol requires that the agent first invests a cerain amount of work during the preparation stage and only in the course of further steps can she recover this work. We may therefore define a quantity called work credit which represents the maximal amount of work that needs to be at agent's disposal at some stage of the protocol. Since the measurement and work extraction stages always supply a net work to the agent, the work credit is in fact just the work invested during the preparation stage. Therefore in multi and single-shot regimes work credit takes the form:
Note that in the case of full rank input states, the single-shot work credit coincides with the total work cost. The above results are summarized in Table 1 for clarity.
Single qubit phase estimation example
In this section we illustrate the general consideration presented above using the paradigmatic phase estimation protocol in its most elementary single-qubit case. We will also consider the memory register to be a qubit to simplify the analysis. We do not expect this last assumption to impact the performance of estimation schemes as all Table 1 . Single and multi-shot total work and work credit costs. Note that H(τ S ) = H max (τ S ) = log |S|, and similarly for the τ M state. In case of full rank input states ρ S and ρ M the single-shot total work formula simplifies and becomes identical to the formula for work credit, since η = 0 and H max (ρ
phase estimation schemes require only projective measurements for optimal performance [8] , and since the system is a qubit a two-outcome measurement should suffice to find the optimal schemes. Clearly, in our case we deal with additional work constraints, and thus in general we may be forced to consider a more general POVM measurement than a projective one. We will be able to model this by taking into account noisy initial memory register M, but for simplicity of presentation we will still restrict ourselves to a two-outcome POVM measurement. The phase is imprinted on the state prepared by the agent according to the standard unitary
Since the the work cost of preparation depends only on the mixedness of the state, without loss of generality we may assume that the state ρ S (ϕ) is prepared on the equator of the Bloch sphere, as these states are most sensitive to phase changes:
where r is the length of Bloch vector of the input state and σ i for i = x, y, z are the ordinary Pauli matrices. We assume that the initial state of M can also be mixed, and without loss of generality (since the measurement is only determined by the choice of the entangling unitary U appearing in the measurement map) we may assume that it points in the z-direction:
Let us now describe the measurement itself. Without loss of generality, we choose the unitary U from (18) in such a way that when the measurement is performed on a pure memory register (for example in state |1 1| M ), then the corresponding POVM elements lie on the equator of the Bloch sphere at some longitudinal angle φ ∈ [0, 2π]-considering measurements outside the equatorial plane introduces only additional noise while providing no relevant information since the probe state is restricted to be in the equatorial plane only. However, since in general the memory register can be prepared in a mixture of states |0 0| M and |1 1| M , then our POVM's are effectively mixtures of projective measurements. The unitary which correlates S with M can be written as:
where |φ S = 1 √ 2 |0 S + e iφ |1 S and φ ∈ [0, 2π] is the azimuthal angle on the equator of the Bloch sphere. The associated POVM elements are given by:
The two possible measurement outcomes k = 0 and k = 1 result with probabilities
, that is:
Let us now employ the results from two previous sections to determine the total work cost and the work credit of the whole estimation protocol both in the single-shot and multi-shot regimes.
Multi-shot. First notice that in the multi-shot case the work credit (per one qubit) becomes (see Table 1 ):
where h(x) is the ordinary binary entropy, h(x) := −x log x − (1 − x) log(1 − x). We see that the only relevant quantities here are the purity of the input state as determined by r and the initial purity of the register as described by m. Let us now find the optimal estimation precision treating w credit as a fixed quantity, thus constraining the allowed measurement outcomes. As we stated before, this can by done using the Cramer-Rao bound which relates Fisher information of quantum state with variance of measurement results performed on this state. Using (23) we can easily find Fisher information (per one qubit) to be equal to:
In the limit of large number of repetitions n this allows to express the optimal estimation uncertainty as:
We can now determine the optimal precision of measurement for a fixed work credit by solving the following optimization problem:
Notice first that the work credit is independent on the measurement angle φ so that we can choose one which maximizes Fisher information for a given r, m and ϕ. This happens when φ − ϕ = π/2 which also renders Fisher information F (ϕ) symmetric in m and r. Thus it can be easily deduced that the optimal solution is obtained when r = m, for which we have the optimal Fisher information F (ϕ) = r 4 with the constraint that r must be determined from the formula for the work credit w credit = 2(1 − h((1 + r)/2)). Finally, the optimal precision under given work credit constraint in the multi-shot regime reads:
Single-shot. Let us now move to the single-shot regime. Using Table 1 we can easily compute the single-shot work credit as:
Note that in most situations the single-shot work credit is equal to the total single-shot work cost (see Table 1 ). However, in the unlikely case when the prepared state of the system S and memory register M are both pure (r = m = 1) and the measurement angle happens to be equal to the estimated parameter φ = ϕ (so that H max (ρ ′ SM ) = 0 and the joint state ρ SM from (42) remains unchanged, that is ρ ′ SM = ρ SM ), the total single-shot work cost w total vanishes. We exclude this unphysical case from our further considerations.
Let us now find the size of the confidence intervals associated with this particular measurement scheme. The log-likelihood ratios for parameter ϕ given outcomes k = 0, 1 are given by:
Using this and solving (27) allows us to write the confidence intervals for outcome k as:
whereφ ML (k) = argmax ϕ λ k (ϕ) is the max-likelihood estimator and δφ determines half of the size of our confidence region. Note that the regions for k = 0 and k = 1 have the same size so further we will not state the dependence on k explicitly. It is important to emphasize that when determining confidence intervals one has to prepare for the worst case scenario and, since the true value of parameter ϕ can be arbitrary and precision δφ depends only on the relative difference between the two angles φ, ϕ, we may assume without loss of generality that the measurement angle φ = 0 and vary only ϕ. It can be easly shown that the size of the interval for confidence level α can be determined from:
Treating single-shot work credit w credit as a fixed quantity which effectively constrains the size of our confidence region as determined by δφ allows us to state the following optimization problem: min
We can determine the optimal δφ by noting that the goal function, as well as the constraint for the work credit, is symmetric in r and m. The optimal parameters are thus r = m = Figure 2 . The maximal precision of estimation under a fixed work cost and fixed work credit. The dashed black line corresponds to the minimal size of the confidence interval δφ for a fixed single-shot work credit as given by the solution of the optimization problem (60). In the case when agent prepares mixed input states (so that r and m are not equal to 1) the single-shot work credit is equal to the single-shot total work cost). Solid grey line corresponds to the asymptotic case when n = ∞ and reprents the solution of the optimization problem (54) . We see that in the many-copy limit size of the confidence interval δφ effectively approaches the rescaled variance of the maximumlikelihood estimator √ n∆φ when the work credit is the constrained quantity. On the other hand, in the multi-shot regime the total work cost vanishes, thus making the protocol fully reversible, unlike in the single-shot case.
√
2 w credit − 1, which yields the optimal confidence interval:
In Fig. 2 we plotted solutions of both (single and multi-shot) optimization problems. As expected, the single-shot regime is much more demanding in terms of work consumed in order to perform an estimation protocol with the same effective width of the confidence interval per probe system used.
Extension to the non-degenerate Hamiltonian case
Our analysis of the phase estimation task can be extended to scenarios which involve nondegenerate Hamiltonian of the probe system. In order to stay consistent with the convention where the work was expressed in units kT ln 2, we will express energies using dimensionless parameters E i , with the implicit assumption that they are again expressed in units kT ln 2. Using this convention the dimensionless Hamiltonian of the system reads:
We will use recent results presented in [18] concerning the minimal amount of work needed to execute channel C X→X ′ , that unlike [36] , takes into account the non-degenerate Hamiltonian case. While the general formula for the minimal amount of work one has to supply (or can extract) to perform a given map C X→X ′ is quite involved, it simplifies in case where we require deterministic realization of the map and assume that the input states ρ X are full-rank. In this case the work cost takes the form:
where Γ ρ X = i∈ supp ρ X 2 −E i |i i| X is a projection operator onto the support of the input state ρ X with Boltzmann weights 2 −E i (or equivalently: e −βE i · kT ln 2 = 2 −E i ) given to respective states |i i| X . It is easy to see that when we set H X = 0 then the above formula reduces to (4). In the multi-shot limit (which requires considering an ǫ-smooth version of (62)), the workcost of running channel C X→X ′ becomes:
where
, as could be expected, is the ordinary free energy.
Similarly as in the case of trivial Hamiltonians, for channels with a fixed output the singleshot formula simplifies. Let C X→X ′ be a fixed-output channel producing C X→X ′ [ρ X ] = ρ X ′ irrespective of the input ρ X , then we may write:
∞ are the single-shot free energies first defined in [15] , with Γ X = i 2 −E i |i i| X , where the sum is not restricted to the support of ρ X .
Let us now extend our study of the phase estimation protocol to the case when Hamiltonian of the probe system is no longer degenerate. We assume that the probe S is now a qubit with Hamiltonian H S = diag(E 0 , E 1 ) and without loss of generality, we choose E 0 = 0 and E 1 = E. Still, since memory register M is just a logical device containing measurement results, we will again model it with a fully-degenerate Hamiltonian H M = 0. In the preparation step we start with a free (thermal) state on SM given by
The phase is imprinted on the state according to the same unitary as in the case from previous section (45) , however now it is no longer true that preparing the state on the equator of the Bloch sphere costs the same amount of work as on any other parallel. That is why we need to consider a general qubit state at the preparation stage:
where again r is the length of the Bloch vector, ϕ is the phase to be determine and θ is the longitudinal angle determining distance from the equator. The initial state of register M can again be mixed and using the same arguments as in the previous section we choose:
We shall now describe the measurement and its modifications with respect to the fullydegenerate case. We will use the same correlating unitary as in (48) , thus the POVM elements associated with our measurement will be again given by (49) . The two possible outcomes k = 0 and k = 1 will result with probabilities:
Let us now move to the calculation of the minimal amount of work necessary to carry out the estimation scheme.
Multi-shot. Similarly as in the degenerate case, multi-shot work costs can be computed simply by calculating differences in free energies (63) between subsequent states appearing in the protocol. Thus, the total multi-shot work cost of the whole scheme vanishes:
The multi-shot credit is given by:
and reduces to (51) when E = 0. The Fisher information can be straightforwardly calculated as:
The optimal precision of measurement for a fixed work-credit can be evaluated by solving the following optimization problem:
By the same logic as before we may set ϕ − φ = π/2, which again renders Fisher information symmetric in r and m, however now the the work-credit depends on r and m in more complicated way. Moreover, the optimal solution depends now on the choice of energy gap E and in general is always worse than in the case of a fully-degenerate Hamiltionian H S = 0.
Single-shot. Let us now address the total single-shot work cost and credit of estimating phase ϕ. First, note that the preparation map P which creates probe state S and register M along with encoding information about ϕ in S, that is P[τ S ⊗ τ M ] = ρ S (ϕ) ⊗ ρ M is a fixed-output channel and so we may apply formula (15) to get:
where we labeled:
where z = r cos θ.
The work-cost of the measurement map (channel M defined in (20) ) can be calculated directly from (62). First, note that in our example the correlating unitary U (see 48) yields the following Kraus representation:
Let us now rewrite our Kraus operators as A kj = √ q j |φ k φ k |, where φ 0 = φ and φ 1 = φ + π and note that for general (uncorrelated) input states ρ SM = ρ S (ϕ) ⊗ ρ M we have:
where we used the explicit form of |φ k φ k | and by eig(X) we mean the maximal eigenvalue of operator X. The work-cost w(M) is given by the maximal eigenvalue of operator (78), which can also be written as:
From the above it can be deduced that when input ρ S and output ρ ′ S states are full-rank, then the associated work-cost w(M) is given by:
Note, however, that the work-cost of this step (excluding the unphysical case r = m = 1) is independent of r, m and θ and depends solemnly on the energy gap E. Since our final aim is to optimize over the allowed parameters (r, m, θ) we can treat it as a constant and label: c(E) = E + 2(log Z S − 1). The last part of the protocol involves extracting work from postmeasurement state ρ ′ SM using channel E, and as such it is again a fixed-output channel. Thus we may again apply formula (64) to get:
Clearly, when ρ ′ SM is full-rank then we get w full rank (E) = 0, otherwise, if the post-measurement state ρ ′ SM is pure we get at most w pure (E) = − log Z SM , which by our convention is a workyield. To summarize, we have the following total costs for the whole protocol:
Let us now analyze the size of confidence intervals that we should attribute to our estimation scheme. The log-likelihood ratios for outcomes k = 0 and k = 1 take the following form:
Just as in the H S = 0 case here we also find that both condifence intervals have equal sizes and thus we may focus on a specific outcome, say k = 0. Following the same arguments as before we find that the size of our confidence interval is given by:
We can now again treat w credit as a fixed quantity (and also w total as they are the same for full-rank inputs and outputs) and find a minimal size of confidence interval for this given workcost. This can be written as the following optimization problem (for some fixed energy E):
This is an optimization problem where non-linearity is both in the goal function and the constraints. Note that here we cannot use symmetry arguments as we did in the fullydegenerate case as we should now also vary the longitudinal angle θ. In Fig. 3 we plotted numerical solutions of both (single and multi-shot) optimization problems. This solution is consistent with the intuition that when the probe system has a positive energy gap, then the agent must invest additional (as compared to the fully-degenerate case) amount of work to achieve the same precision of estimation. This becomes clear once we realize that the maximal precision of estimation can be achieved when the probe is prepared on the equator of the Bloch sphere. In the fully-degenerate case preparing the probe on the equator costs exactly as much work as on any other parallel, so without any additional expanses of work the agent can prepare the probe in that state (thus setting θ = π/2) and then spend all of her work resources to suitably choose purity of the probe and the memory register by setting (r, m). However, once the energy gap is positive, then this symmetry is broken and additional work must be provided in order to rotate the probe closer to the equator. This involves an additional cost as opposed to the previous case and forces the agent to prepare the probe at some suboptimal angle θ = π/2 and suitably adjusted parameters (r, m).
Consider now the limiting case when energy gap of the probe is reasonably greater than kT , say E = 10, and the agent wants to obtain the best possible precision of estimation. It can be easly verified that, in the multi-shot regime, it is the cost of rotating the probe onto the equator (≈ 5 kT ) which significantly dominates all other work-costs. On the other hand, when limited to the single-shot regime, it turns out that there are two main contributions to the total work-cost: the cost of rotating the probe onto the equator (≈ 9 kT ) and the cost of the measurement step itself (≈ 8 kT ). For further insight see Fig. 3 .
Conclusions and Discussion
The approach we advocate in this paper allows to study relations between estimation precision in quantum metrological protocols and their thermodynamic costs. While the Shannon entropy is the key element to understand multi-shot asymptotic regime of this problem, min and maxentropies as well as their smoothed version should be used in any quantitative finite-shot analysis. Figure 3 . The maximal precision of estimation under a fixed work cost and credit when the probe system has a fixed energy gap E (in units of kT ln 2). The family of dashed lines correspond to the minimal sizes of confidence intervals δφ for a fixed singleshot work credit and energy E as given by the solution of the optimization problem (88). Solid lines correspond to the asymptotic case when n = ∞ and represent curves obtained by numerically solving (73). For simplicity of presentation we limited the y−axis to π, as this is the maximal possible variance (multi-shot) and the maximal possible confidence interval δφ (single-shot) corresponding to the case when estimation does not provide any useful information about the phase. Setting E = 0 reproduces the same relation between work and precision as we described in Fig. (2) . When the gap of the probe is positive, that is when E = 0, the agent must provide more work (as compared to the case when E = 0) as now it requires additional work to prepare the state closer to the equator. Note that in the multi-shot regime the total work cost vanishes for all E and thus the protocol becomes again fully reversible, just like in the degenerate case.
Our initial study may be developed further along many different lines. First of all, we have not studied the behaviour of smooth entropies in our protocol. This would be necessary if we wanted to study the transition from single to multi-copy regime in a quantitative way. We would then need to fix a finite smoothing parameter ǫ, consider a finite probe version of the protocol and optimize estimation precision under the work cost determined by smooth entropic versions of the formulas derived in this paper calculated on a finite number of copies of the considered quantum systems-we would expect the change in the curves plotted in Fig. 2 as indicated by n → ∞ arrows.
The other direction would be to go beyond the single qubit estimation protocols and study multi-qubit phase estimation protocols with possibly entangled inputs [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . Even more challenging task would be to take into account decoherence effects. These are known on one hand to fundamentally change the precision scaling of metrological protocols [13, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , but on the other hand they guarantee that single-shot considerations performed on multiple copies are asymptotically equivalent to multi-shot results [8, 59] .
